Abstract. Software model checkers are being used mostly to discover specific types of errors in the code, since exhaustive verification of complex programs is not possible due to state explosion. Moreover, typical model checkers cannot be directly applied to isolated components such as libraries or individual classes. A common solution is to create an abstract environment for a component to be checked. When no constraints on component's usage are defined by its developers, a natural choice is to use a universal environment that performs all possible sequences of calls of component's methods in several concurrently-running threads. However, model checking of components with a universal environment is prone to state explosion. In this paper we present a method that allows to discover at least some concurrency errors in component's code in reasonable time. The key ideas of our method are (i) use of an abstract environment that performs a random sequence of method calls in each thread, and (ii) restarts of the error detection process according to a specific strategy. We have implemented the method in the context of Java components and the Java PathFinder model checker. We have performed experiments on nontrivial Java components to show that our approach is viable.
Introduction
The current practice in the application of model checking to real-world programs is that model checkers are used mostly as tools for detection of specific types of errors in the code (e.g. concurrency errors like deadlocks and race conditions), since exhaustive verification of complex programs is not possible due to state explosion. In this paper we focus on the detection of concurrency errors in Java components using the Java PathFinder model checker (JPF) [17] . We use the term component to denote an open Java program that has a well-defined interface -this includes, for example, Java libraries and individual Java classes.
One of the problems in the application of JPF to Java components is that it accepts only a runnable Java program with the main method on input, but a Java component typically does not contain main. Behavior of a Java component depends on the context (environment) in which it is used, e.g. on the order that component's methods are called by its actual environment. A common solution is to create an abstract environment (a model of an actual environment) for the component subject to checking and apply a model checker (JPF) to a runnable Java program composed of the component and its abstract environment. An abstract environment for a Java component typically has the form of a fragment of a Java program that contains the main method. The abstract environment performs various sequences of calls of component's methods with various combinations of method parameters' values -the goal is to cover as many control-flow paths in the component's code as possible, and, when the focus is on the detection of errors, to trigger as many errors in the component's code as possible.
When no constraints on the order of calls of component's methods are defined by the developers and no knowledge about the target environment (where the component will be deployed) is available, then a natural choice is to use an abstract environment that runs several threads concurrently and performs all possible sequences of calls of component's methods with many different input values in each thread -a universal environment. Such an environment exercises the component very thoroughly and therefore triggers a high percentage of errors in the component's implementation (if there are some). Nevertheless, model checking of a non-trivial component with a universal environment is typically infeasible due to state explosion, even if only a few threads (2-3) are run in parallel by the environment. JPF typically runs out of available memory quite soon (in the order of minutes).
We propose to address this problem by model checking a component with an abstract environment that (i) performs a randomly selected sequence of method calls in each thread and (ii) runs exactly two threads in parallel -we use the term random-sequence environment to denote such an abstract environment. We restrict the number of threads to two for the reason of feasibility of model checking, and also because a recent study [10] showed that a great majority of concurrency errors in real-world programs involve only two threads.
The motivation behind this approach is to discover at least some errors in the component in reasonable time, when model checking with a universal environment is not feasible. We show that although the use of a random-sequence environment helps to reduce the time and memory needed to find an error with JPF in most cases, still JPF can run for a very long time for some components and random-sequence environments due to state explosion. The cause is that time and memory requirements of checking with JPF depend very much on the specific random-sequence environment that is used. Moreover, a result of the random choice of a sequence environment determines whether an error in the component is found by JPF, since some random-sequence environments would not trigger any errors in the component. The whole state space of the program composed of the component and a particular random-sequence environment is traversed by JPF in the case of an environment that does not trigger any error, and therefore the running time of JPF can be very long.
In order to avoid very long running times of JPF and to ensure that errors are found (assuming there are some in the component), we also propose to apply restarts of the error detection process. The key idea is that if the running time of JPF for a particular random-sequence environment exceeds a predefined limit, then (1) JPF is stopped, (2) a new random-sequence environment is generated, and (3) JPF is started again on the Java program composed of the component and the new random-sequence environment. This is repeated until JPF finds an error in the component with some random-sequence environment. Our approach is greatly inspired by existing work on restart strategies for various long-running software processes in general [13] and for search tree traversal in SAT solvers specifically [5, 8] -the goal of restarts is to improve performance (e.g., to decrease the response time). We show that the application of restarts to the error detection process significantly reduces the time and memory needed to find an error in a component, and, in particular, helps to avoid the long running times of JPF. Using our approach, errors in components' code are discovered by JPF in a reasonable time.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe Java components used for experiments and in Section 3 we provide information relevant to all experiments that we performed. We provide technical details of checking with universal environment and present the results of experiments in Section 4. Then we present the technical details and experimental results for checking with random-sequence environments and for application of restarts, respectively, in Sections 5 and 6. We evaluate our approach in Section 7, and then we discuss related work (Section 8) and conclude in Section 9.
Example Components
We have used three Java components of different complexity for the purpose of experiments: AccountDatabase, ConcurrentHashMap, and GenericObjectPool. All the three components contained known concurrency errors -either already present in the code or manually injected by us before the experiments. A short description of each component follows.
The ConcurrentHashMap component (2000 loc in Java) is a part of the java.util.concurrent package from the standard Java class library, as implemented in GNU Classpath (version 0.98) [20] . The component is an implementation of a map data structure that allows concurrent accesses and updates. We have manually injected a race condition into the Java code of the component.
The GenericObjectPool component (500 loc in Java) is a part of the Apache Commons Pool library (version 1.4) [19] . It represents a robust and configurable pool for arbitrary Java objects. Again, we have manually injected a race condition into the component's Java code.
The AccountDatabase component (170 loc in Java) is a part of the demo component application developed in the CRE project [1] . It works as a simple in-memory database for user accounts. The code of the component already contained a race condition.
General Notes on Experiments
Here we provide information that applies to all the experiments whose results are presented in Sections 4-7.
For each experiment, we provide total running time of the error detection process in seconds and, if it is relevant for the experiment, also the number of runs of the process and memory needed by the process in MBs. We have repeated each experiment several times to average out the effects of randomness. The values of numerical variables in the tables (except the number of runs) have the form M +-CI, where M stands for the mean of measured data and CI is the half-width of the 90% confidence interval.
All the experiments were performed on the following configuration (HW & SW): PC with 2xQuadCore CPU (Intel Xeon) at 2.3 GHz and 8 GB RAM, Gentoo Linux, Sun Java SE 6 Hotspot 64-bit Server VM. We have used the current version of Java PathFinder as of June 2009 and we limited the available memory for verification to 6 GB.
Checking Components with Universal Environment
In our approach, we have used a restricted form of a universal environment where only two threads run concurrently. Each thread performs a potentially infinite loop (termination of the loop depends on non-deterministic choice) and calls a non-deterministically selected method of the component in each iteration. The Java code of each thread corresponds to the template in Figure 1a . Since JPF explores the options of a non-deterministic choice in a fixed order from the lowest to the highest (from 1 to N in case of code on Figure 1a , where N is the number of component's methods), we eliminate the dependence of results of checking with JPF on a specific order of component's methods by randomization -the method to be called for a particular value of the nondeterministic choice (via Verify.getInt(X)) is determined randomly during generation of the environment's code.
Input data for the components (e.g., method parameters) are specified in a Java class that works as a container for the data values [15] . The environment then retrieves the parameter values from the Java class when it calls methods of the component. A user has to create the specification of data values manually such that for each method m of the component, all paths in the control-flow graph (CFG) of m are covered (explored by JPF) -for each path p in the CFG of m, at least one combination of values of m's parameters should be specified that triggers p when m is called by the environment.
The results of experiments for checking components with a universal environment of the restricted form, where only two threads run concurrently, are listed in Table 1 . JPF run out of available memory (6 GB) in all experiments and therefore it found no errors -this clearly illustrates that JPF checking even with the restricted universal environment is not feasible for non-trivial Java components. We present only the running times of JPF in the 
Random-Sequence Environments
Similarly to a universal environment, a random-sequence environment calls methods of a component in two concurrently-running threads and retrieves method parameter values from the Java class provided by the user. The key difference is that, in the case of a random-sequence environment, each thread performs a randomly selected sequence of calls of the component's methods. The length of the sequence is a random number from the interval [1, 2 × |M |], where M stands for the set of component's methods -we set the maximal length of the sequence to 2 × |M | to ensure that the sequence contains multiple calls of several methods with a high probability. The Java code of each thread corresponds to the template in Figure 1b , where N is the number of component's methods. The need for randomness in the selection of a sequence environment is motivated by the absence of any knowledge about the component's implementation and expected usage -in particular, it is not known in advance which sequence environments trigger an error and which do not, and therefore it is not possible to select only such sequence environments that trigger errors.
The results of experiments for checking components with random-sequence environments are listed in Table 2 . Since some random-sequence environments do not trigger any errors, we distinguish between two groups of results based on whether JPF found an error in the component's code (value "yes" in the "Error found" column), or traversed the whole state space and found no error (value "no" in the "Error found" column). Note that JPF did not run out of available memory in any experiment with random-sequence environments. The experimental results show that running times of JPF vary to a great degree independently of whether JPF found an error or not. Although the experimental results suggest that running times of JPF generally tend to be shorter when JPF finds an error and much longer when JPF is applied to a component in an environment that does not trigger any error (this is especially visible for AccountDatabase and GenericObjectPool), the results show that JPF can run very long even when it finds an error in the component. The Figures 2, 3 and  4 show graphs of the empirical cumulative distribution function for the experimental results for each component. A point [t, p] in a graph means that the running time of JPF (regardless of whether JPF finds an error or not) will be shorter than t with the probability p. The time axis has a logarithmic scale in each graph. The graphs indicate that if JPF is running for a long time and has not found an error yet, then the chance that it will find an error (or terminate with no error found) in reasonable time is significantly decreasing. Solving this issue was our primary goal in the application of restarts to the error detection process.
Restart Strategies
Based on [13] , we define a restart strategy as a sequence (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , . . .) of times at which the error detection process is restarted -i.e. as a sequence of restart times. The key idea is that if in the run n JPF either (a) does not finish in time t n or (b) traverses the whole state space in a time shorter than t n and does not find any error or (c) runs out of memory, then the whole error detection process is restarted with time limit t n+1 for the JPF run, and so on. We say that a run of the error detection process involves one or more runs of JPF (iterations of the run-stop-generate-restart loop) and terminates when a specific JPF run finds an error. For all iterations except the last one, it holds that either JPF traverses the whole state space before the restart time (and finds no error) or JPF runs out of the time limit (restart time). Restart of the error detection process involves three steps: (i) terminating the current run of JPF, (ii) generating a new randomsequence environment, and (iii) starting a new run of JPF on the Java program composed of the component and new environment. The key challenge is to determine the best possible restart strategy. In this paper, we focus on the use of a predefined application-independent strategy, which is the typical approach of SAT solvers. Another possible approach would be to compute the strategy on the basis of a metric of component's code or state space traversal process, where the metric can be static, i.e. measured before a JPF run, or dynamic, i.e. measured on-the-fly during JPF checking -we discuss this approach in more detail in Section 9.
AccountDb
We have identified three restart strategies, which are widely and successfully used in state-of-the-art SAT solvers (e.g., [3, 4] ) and also in search problems of other kinds: fixed strategy, Luby strategy, and Walsh geometric strategy. We performed experiments for all the three strategies to find which gives the best results in the case of error detection with JPF.
Fixed strategy [5] is a constant sequence S = t, t, t, . . ., where t represents the fixed restart time.
Luby strategy [12] is a sequence S = k 1 u, k 2 u, k 3 u, . . ., where u is a restart time unit and k i is computed using the following expression:
The first few elements of the sequence k i are 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 4, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 4, 8. Walsh geometric strategy [18] is a sequence S = u, ru, r 2 u, r 3 u, . . ., where u is a restart time unit and r > 1 is a ratio of the geometric sequence. In our case we used r = √ 2.
The Luby strategy was proposed in [12] for speedup of randomized algorithms of the Las Vegas type with unknown probability distribution of running time. However, the theoretical results presented in [12] (e.g., the bound on the running time with respect to optimal time) are not applicable in our case of model checking components with random-sequence environments, since our algorithm is not strictly of the Las Vegas type -in our case, an input of the algorithm is different for each run, since different sequence environments are randomly selected. Similarly, the model for restart strategies proposed in [13] cannot be used in our case, since the probability distribution of JPF running times for all random-sequence environments is not known in advance. Knowledge of the probability distribution is one of the requirements of the model.
We present results of experiments for all combinations of the three restart strategies -fixed, Luby and Walsh -and six different values of restart time unit -1 second, 3 seconds, 10 seconds, 30 seconds, 60 seconds, and 600 seconds. We selected these values of restart time unit in order to cover a wide range of situations, including corner cases such as too early restarts and too late restarts. Restart time unit of 1 second is used only for the Luby and Walsh strategies, since it is too small for the fixed strategy which does not extend the restart time adaptively -initialization would form a significant part of JPF's running time in that case.
The results of experiments are listed in Table 3 for AccountDatabase, in Table 4 for ConcurrentHashMap, and in Table 5 for GenericObjectPool. Values in the "Time" column represent the total running time of the error detection process, i.e. the time needed to detect an error. Total running time of a single run of the error detection process equals to the sum of JPF running times in individual iterations. Similarly, values in the "Memory" column represent the memory needed by the error detection processes. Memory needed by a single run of the error detection process equals to the maximal value over all iterations in the run. Note that JPF did not run out of memory in any experiment for restarts of the error detection process.
Experimental results show that extremely long running times of JPF can be avoided by restarts of the error detection process. On average, the time needed to detect an error is the lowest when the fixed strategy with a small restart time Table 5 . Experimental results for error detection with restarts for GenericObjectPool unit (1, 3, 10 or 30 seconds) is used. However, the results also show that use of too small a restart time unit (1 or 3 seconds) may actually increase the time needed to detect an error. The error detection process is restarted too early for JPF to find an error in such a case.
Evaluation
Results of all experiments that we performed show that the combination of checking with random-sequence environment and restarts of the error detection process has three main benefits: (1) errors are discovered in very short time in most cases and in reasonable time in the other cases, (2) extremely long running times of JPF are avoided, and (3) JPF does not run out of memory. Compared to checking with random-sequence environments only, the use of restarts always leads to discovery of an error (assuming there are some errors in the component) and an error is found in shorter time in most cases. Some random-sequence environments do not trigger any errors and thus none can be discovered by JPF, when such an environment is used. Nevertheless, when the checked component does not contain any errors, then the error detection process would be restarted again and again -it is up to the user to terminate the process after a reasonable time (when no error is found after several restarts). Compared to checking with a universal environment, an error is on average found in shorter time using random-sequence environments and restarts than it takes JPF to run out of memory when a universal environment is used.
As for the choice of a restart strategy and restart time unit, best results are achieved using the fixed strategy and short restart times. However, it is not true that the shortest restart time always provides the best result. Optimal restart time most probably depends on whether concurrency errors in the component are "shallow" or "deep". Shallow errors exhibit themselves in many thread interleavings (on many state space paths) and therefore can be found "early in the search" by JPF, while deep errors occur only in rare corner cases (for specific thread interleavings) and thus it takes JPF more time to find them. Use of short restart times would give better results in discovery of shallow errors than for deep errors. Table 6 summarizes the results of experiments with different approaches described in this paper and also presents the results of application of a technique described in [14] on the same components. The technique described in [14] is our previous work in automated construction of abstract environment for Java components with the goal of efficient detection of concurrency errors. It is based on a combination of static analysis and a software metric -static analysis is used to identify method sets whose parallel execution may trigger a concurrency error, and the metric is used to order the sets by the likeliness that an error will really occur. Table 6 provides the following information for each component:
-the time it takes JPF to run out of memory when checking the component with a universal environment (the "Univ env" column), -the time needed to find a concurrency error in the component when only a random-sequence environment is used (the "Random env" column), -the time to find an error using a combination of checking with a randomsequence environment and restarts of the error detection process (in the "Restarts" column) -the lowest time over all restart strategies and restart time units is presented, and -the time to detect an error using the technique described in [14] (the "Prev work" column) -the lowest time over all configurations of the metric is presented in the Results in Table 6 show that the method proposed in this paper is an improvement over our previous work [14] . The proposed method gives significantly better results for the ConcurrentHashMap and GenericObjectPool components, while both methods give comparable results in case of the AccountDatabase component.
Related Work
Significant amount of work has been done in various optimizations aiming towards more efficient search for errors in program code via model checking. The existing approaches include heuristics for state space traversal, context-bounded model checking, and a combination of model checking with runtime analysis.
Heuristics for state space traversal are typically used to address state explosion with the goal of detection of specific errors in reasonable time and memory -for discovery of concurrency errors, a heuristic that prefers aggressive thread scheduling [6] can be used.
The idea behind context-bounded model checking [2, 16] is to check only those executions of a given program that involve bounded number of thread context switches. The bound can apply to all threads together [16] or to each thread separately [2] .
An example of a technique based on the combination of runtime analysis with model checking is [7] . The key idea of [7] is that runtime analysis is performed first with the goal of detecting potential concurrency errors in a program, and then a model checker (JPF) is run on the same program, using counterexamples provided by the runtime analysis as a guide during state space traversal.
A common characteristic of the approaches described above is that, like the method proposed in this paper, they sacrifice completeness of checking for the purpose of efficient detection of errors. Nevertheless, the existing approaches are complementary to the proposed method -they could be applied during model checking of a runnable program, i.e. during a single run of the error detection process, to reduce the time needed to find an error even further.
Summary and Future Work
We have proposed a method for efficient detection of concurrency errors in Java components with Java PathFinder, which is based on random-sequence environments and restarts of the error detection process according to a predefined application-independent strategy. Results of experiments that we performed show that the application of the proposed method significantly reduces the time and memory needed to find errors in components' code. In particular, JPF does not run out of memory as in the case of checking with a universal environment and extremely long running times of JPF, which occur in checking with random-sequence environments only, are also avoided by using restarts.
Although the proposed method is promising, there is a large space for improvements and optimizations that may further reduce time needed to find errors in the code. Moreover, we focused only on sequential and static restart strategies in this paper, but it is possible to use also other kinds of restart strategies. We will investigate some of the following approaches in the future:
-Use of dynamic restart strategies, e.g. such as proposed in [9] , in which case the restart time could be determined dynamically during a JPF run using a heuristic. The heuristic could be based on the time JPF is already running or on the (estimated) size of the already traversed part of the state space (on the number of explored branches). -Use of parallel restart strategies, e.g. based on the ideas and results published in [11] . The key idea would be to increase the chance that an error is found in shorter time by running several instances of the error detection process in parallel. -Use of metrics of component's code to determine statically, i.e. before the start of the error detection process, the restart strategy and restart time.
Variants of the proposed method could be applied also to detection of other kinds of errors. For example, errors like null pointer exceptions or assertion violations often occur only for specific inputs (method parameters) -the idea would be to create an abstract environment that calls component's methods with randomly selected parameter values. We also plan to evaluate the proposed method on multiple larger case studies.
